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INTRODUCTION

PURPOSE

This master is a policy document that was
commissioned by the plan Saint Anthony East
Neighborhood Association (SAENA) to guide future
land use and development. The planning horizon
for the master plan is 20 years.

The plan is intended to state a community-‐
endorsed vision for the neighborhood based on
existing City of Minneapolis policy and input from
residents, business owners/operators, and other
stakeholders in the neighborhood.

The plan includes a future vision of what
stakeholders want the neighborhood to be and
goals, objectives, and policies that will contribute
toward the vision’s implementation.

PLAN OVERVIEW

The SAENA master plan is organized around four
main sections.

Summary of Background Research:
This section describes the planning/design
process that was followed to develop the
master plan and presents findings from
outreach and analyses that were conducted
to learn about the neighborhood. Included
are:
-‐ Highlights from a survey that was

administered to stakeholders by the
neighborhood organization

-‐ Findings from one-‐on-‐one interviews
that were conducted with key
stakeholders

-‐ Outcomes from a Webster School focus
group

-‐ Outcomes from an arts focus group
meeting

-‐ Research on physical characteristics of
the neighborhood.

Planning and Design Directions:
This section details the neighborhood’s
vision, which was developed with input
provided by stakeholders through:
-‐ Master Plan Steering Committee meetings
-‐ Three community meetings
-‐ A community workshop

This section of the plan also outlines the
plan’s policies.

Future Land Use and Design Plan:
The land use and design plan illustrates the
neighborhood’s vision, land use directions,
and physical improvements in plans and
sections. Examples are shown of how
parcels within the neighborhood can be
redeveloped.

Implementation Plan:
This final section outlines a plan for
implementing the land use plan and physical
improvements.

SETTING

The St. Anthony East Neighborhood Association
(SAENA) is located within the Minneapolis’
Northeast Community of Minneapolis and is one of
the oldest neighborhoods within the city. The
neighborhood’s boundaries are Broadway to the
north, Central Avenue to the east and southeast,
railroad tracks to the south, 5th Street to the
southwest, and Washington Street to the west.
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St. Anthony East, the southernmost area of the
Northeast Community, is one of the earliest areas
of the city to be settled. Originally the area was
the City of St Anthony before it was annexed into
Minneapolis in 1872.

In the 1990s, as the area approached nearly a
hundred years of settlement earlier than the rest
of the city, the Neighborhood Revitalization
Program (NRP) assisted residents and businesses to
utilize grants and loans to complete construction,
alteration or improvement projects, and the city
invested in new streets and urban landscaping.

Neighborhoods that border SAENA are Sheridan,
Logan Park, Northeast Park, St. Anthony West,
Beltrami, Nicollet Island East, and Marcy Holmes.
These neighborhoods are important to SAENA, as
land use in SAENA is predominantly residential. As
a result, residents are drawn to the adjacent
neighborhoods to take advantage of their shopping
and entertainment venues and employment
opportunities.

St. Anthony East Compares Favorably with the City
of Minneapolis:
According to data provided by City-‐Data.com and
City of Minneapolis Community Planning and
Economic Development (CPED), SAENA compares
favorably with the City of Minneapolis in several
areas that are measures of livability. Demographic
and socio-‐economic indicators show that St.
Anthony East is nearly equal to the city (or out
performs the city) in areas such as: population
growth, ethnic diversity, urban density, household
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income, housing values, educational attainment,
and employment.

These and other data point to St. Anthony East as a
neighborhood of “choice,” where:

housing is affordable,
there is a healthy mix of rental and
ownership housing, and a significant
percentage of residents are educated, are
employed, and earn a livable wage.

The idea that the St. Anthony East neighborhood is
a “choice” neighborhood became one of the
foundations of the master plan. Residents agreed
that the neighborhood’s assets (affordable
housing; high percentage of home ownership; high
percentage of owner-‐occupied duplexes; number
of neighborhood parks, and accessibility to activity
centers and employment centers) need to be
featured prominently in the plan and should serve
as a foundation for future land use directions and
physical improvements.
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SUMMARY OF BACKGROUND RESEARCH

PLANNING AND DESIGN PROCESS

The planning and design process implemented for
the SAENA master plan study was developed by
the Biko Associates consultant team and refined by
the SAENA Master Plan Steering Committee to
meet needs of the neighborhood. The Steering
Committee expressed a strong desire for an eight-‐
month process that would allow stakeholders to
have frequent opportunities for review and
comment.

The planning and design process is illustrated on
the following page. The process, which was
executed over an eight-‐month period, included”:

Analysis of the SAENA survey
One-‐on-‐one interviews with representative
stakeholders
Engagement with artists
Engagement with the Webster School Sub-‐
Committee
Analysis of the neighborhood’s physical
features.

Highlights from these steps in the process are
summarized below.

SAENA SURVEY KEY FINDINGS

As part of the master planning process and general
community outreach, the SAENA administered a
resident and business survey to gather input from
stakeholders groups on questions related to the
future of the neighborhood. Survey questions
focused on various neighborhood characteristics
including access to businesses, parks, desired
features of future residential development, and
other aspects stakeholders would like to see
change, improve, or stay the same.

Surveys were completed and returned by:

290 resident households, out of a total
1,054 households (28 percent)
three of the eight neighborhood
businesses (38 percent)

Survey respondents reflected a broad swath of the
neighborhood, with input coming from all of the
neighborhood’s demographic groups. The results
of the survey reflect a mixture of opinions on many
issues, but also consensus in other areas. Overall,
residents see the neighborhood as a good place to
live where neighbors are friendly, all areas of the
neighborhood are within reasonable access of a
park, and transportation access (to jobs,
entertainment, and shopping) is good.

Residents did express clear interests in seeing
some retail development occur within the
neighborhood. Retail businesses residents would
like to see include small neighborhood-‐oriented
operations; e.g., a deli or bakery, small grocery
store, coffee shop, and/or sit-‐down restaurant.

Free response questions also revealed that
residents feel the current number of bars in the
neighborhood is sufficient.

Many of the respondents described their
preferences for residential development, if it
should occur in the future. Overall, there was a
preference for more single family homes,
compared to town homes or apartment buildings.

In line with their desire to maintain the character
of a residential neighborhood, residents favored
using the Webster School building as an early
childhood center or community center.
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The survey also included questions about
transportation and residents’ interest in the
Nicollet-‐Central Transit Alternatives study, where
improved transit modes are under analysis for
implementation in the future. The majority of
people indicated that they use public transit with
some frequency and proposed that a “modern
streetcar: should be implemented on Central
Avenue. The two most popular locations for a
streetcar station were Spring Street and Broadway
Street.

Regarding the neighborhood’s parks, some
residents supported a number of improvements,
especially a dog park, a pavilion, new playground
equipment, and the addition of grilling equipment.
A large number of other ideas for improving parks
were identified by some, but none received
overwhelming support.

In short, the survey revealed generally positive
views of the neighborhood, with a desire for
increased attention to upkeep of residential
property, increased lighting, less petty crime, and
additions to neighborhood parks and retail that
would help to maintain and improve the quality of
the neighborhood.

ONE-‐ON-‐ONE INTERVIEWS

An early part of the planning process included one-‐
on-‐one interviews with representative members of
the neighborhood. Following a discussion on the
purpose and intent of the interviews, the Master
Plan Steering Committee worked with the
consultant team to develop three broad discussion
topics and 23 specific questions that would be
addressed during the interviews. The discussion
topics addressed three time periods:

the past
the here and now
the future

Findings from the interviews are summarized
below.

The Past:
Length of residency in the neighborhood covered a
wide range. At the low end of the range are
those who have lived in the neighborhood for one
or two years. In the middle of the spectrum are
12-‐ and 16-‐year residents. At the high end of the
spectrum are those with more than 24 years
residency in the neighborhood. Three of the
residents who were interviewed stated that they
moved to the neighborhood first as
renters and, within a few years, decided to
purchase a home in the neighborhood.

All the interviewees with more than one or two
years residency have witnessed changes in the
neighborhood. The observed changes were
identified as both positive and negative. The
positive changes were identified as: a) new
townhome developments, b) Clare House, c) a
broadening diversification (age, ethnic, racial, and
income) within the neighborhood.

The negative changes included increased crime;
increased number of rental properties, which are
sometimes not as well maintained as the
homeowner properties; and increased traffic
generated by development.

The Here and Now:
Except for those with the longest tenures, the
majority of current residents found themselves
moving into the neighborhood without long-‐term
plans. Often cited as decision factors for coming to
the neighborhood were: a) affordable rent, b)
affordable price points, c) safety, d) central
location, e) character of neighborhood and housing
stock.

When asked why they decided to stay in the
neighborhood, respondents cited the following
reasons:

Close proximity to downtown, the
University of Minnesota, and other
locations.
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Close access to my job. The amount of time
I spend behind the wheel is so little that I
never buy gas anymore.
Transit service is very good.
The neighborhood is walkable and has a
good design (single family) form.
The number of parks in the neighborhood
is a plus
It is like a small town; a good place for my
children to grow up.
As time has gone on, the neighborhood has
never become a “yuppie” area.
Architectural character of homes.
People are friendly and it is easy to get
acquainted with the people on your block.
The neighborhood is safe and criminal
activity is relatively low.

When asked what would motivate them to leave
the neighborhood, many respondents commented
that the question was difficult, because they could
never envision leaving. When pressed, the
respondents cited the following:

The schools could be better and are not
competitive with schools in other areas.
Too many bars and entertainment
businesses that can lead to
instability/reduced desirability in the
housing market.
The options for grocery shopping are
limited. For example, the closest Cub Foods
is on Broadway and Lyndale.
Housing values may not rise as quickly here
as in other neighborhoods.
Housing is not available for people as they
age.

The Future:
The questions posed to the interviewees about the
future helped lay a foundation for a future vision.
When asked what they would like to see at the end
of the master plan’s horizon (2030), they
commented that the following things were
important:

Peaceful and quiet neighborhood
More ethnic diversity

More transit friendly
More bicycle friendly
Still affordable for working class people
and young professionals
Maintain the family-‐orientation
Maintain the quaintness and small town
vibe

The interviewees were asked to describe the goods
and services they would like to access in the
neighborhood. They cited the following:

Community center where there would be a
range of services for families and
individuals. Similar to the “Y” on Lake
Street.
Non-‐bar, non-‐entertainment
establishments that provide goods and
services and places where people can
meet; e.g. restaurants, hardware store,
coffee shop
Educational facilities (early childhood)
Opportunities for small businesses
Businesses are needed that do the
neighborhood no harm in terms of
negatively impacting peace, quiet,
property values
Should serve demographics of
neighborhood
Should serve to bring residents together
across lines that would otherwise divide
them.

The interviewees were asked to describe any
limitations they would place on businesses coming
to the neighborhood in the future. The cited the
following:

Businesses that depend on drive-‐by traffic
should be located along the commercial
streets, Central and Broadway.
Remove underutilized properties so
destination businesses can be located in
the interior of the neighborhood.
Locations where businesses are located
should not negatively impact already
established residential areas
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The interviewees were asked to describe needed
physical improvements in the neighborhood.
There was general agreement in their responses,
which included:

There was broad agreement that the
playground equipment should be improved
As ash trees and others are removed, they
should be replaced.
Special pavers are needed to demarcate
pedestrian walk zones at dangerous
intersections along Broadway and Central;
e.g. where people cross Broadway to get to
Logan Park.
Street lighting most of the interviewees
supported street lighting improvements
Traffic control devices a few locations were
identified where improvements in signage
could be made…..Broadway and Spring, for
example.
There was generally no support for traffic
circles.
Dog park about half the respondents
indicated mild support for a dog park. The
other half was opposed to the idea.
Bicycle facilities should be provided

The future use of the Webster School building and
site was addressed, and the interviewees
commented that in addition to an early childhood
center, consideration should be given to:

Community center
Office building for small businesses, like
the Tech Center in Dinkytown
Shopping mall with neighborhood-‐oriented
shops
Athletic center including tennis courts

When asked about future housing opportunities in
the neighborhood, a discernible difference was
clear; with half of the respondents preferring low
density single family development and the other
half preferring medium and high density housing.

ARTS FOCUS GROUPMEETING

A focus group meeting was held with
neighborhood artists at the direction of the Master
Plan Steering Committee. It was the Committee’s
feeling that with the large numbers of artists in the
neighborhood and SAENA’s proximity to 13th
Avenue NE in the Sheridan neighborhood (the
city’s burgeoning arts district), opportunities may
exist to:

More purposefully and effectively
Incorporate the arts into the
neighborhood’s future than had been done
in the past
Identify locations that would be
appropriate for artistic installations in the
neighborhood
Identify support systems for artists to
further help them become established in
the neighborhood.

Key findings from the focus group meeting were:

1. Artists who live or are based out of
Northeast should get priority consideration
for Northeast art projects.

2. Two possible themes for public art in the
St. Anthony East neighborhood are: a) the
neighborhood’s historic, working class
roots and b) the recent influx of new
immigrants to the community.

3. Artists are drawn to the area around St
Anthony East because of the affordability
of working space and the already
established arts community.

4. The artists were interested in seeing
collaborative spaces in which artists of all
kinds could present and perform their
works. These spaces would be community
cultural hubs where residents and artists
could interact and shape the artistic vision
of Saint Anthony East.
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5. Public spaces, such as parks, can be a
center for community based art, including
music, dance, theatre, visual arts,
photography, etc.

WEBSTER SCHOOL SUB-‐COMMITTEE

The original Webster School, erected in 1880 at the
intersection of Summer and Monroe Streets, was
named for Daniel Webster, the American
statesman and orator. The building was
demolished in 1980, and six years later the new
Webster School building was erected in 1986 at the
intersection of Spring and 5th Streets.

The Minneapolis Public School District (MSP)
closed the newWebster Elementary School in
2006, and, since then, residents have expressed
interest in reclaiming the building and site for re-‐
use. As part of the planning and design process,
the Master Plan Steering Committee formed the
Webster School Sub-‐Committee. The sub-‐
Committee met during the process to:

learn about the school and site,
identify potential re-‐use opportunities, and
develop a strategy for informing MPS
about the neighborhood’s re-‐use ideas
before MPS finishes its re-‐use study in
December 2013.

Webster Building Facts:
According to MSP, $2 to 3 million will be
required to bring Webster building in
compliance with educational or
administrative uses.
The triangular shape of the lot and building
is difficult to rehab with traditional
architectural approaches.
The Webster School building is three to
four times the size of 13th/University early
childhood building.
The Webster School gymnasium takes up
the north end. A porch takes up the south
end. The middle section is a sort of
enclosed interior courtyard (or huge

hallway) around which there are small
classrooms, known as an “open plan.”

Webster School Re-‐Use Options:
Re-‐opened as a school
A charter school
An early childhood center
An urban campus for the University of
Minnesota
An office building to replace the
Technology Center in Dinkytown
A community center with offices, meeting
rooms, athletic facilities, and artist and
dance studios

Future Discussions with MSP:
MSP will not make a decision on the building’s
future until December 2013 or January 2014
when its re-‐use study is complete. In the
meantime, SAENA should attend meetings with
MSP and continue to advocate for uses it
would like to see. It was suggested that, in the
meantime, MSP could rent Webster School at
break-‐even prices until they make a decision,
so as to keep eyes on the building, and SAENA
could help small businesses, nonprofits, and
artists crack the “renting Webster” nut with
MPS.

Webster School Site:
The Webster School building sits along the western
edge of St. Anthony Park, and the Minneapolis Park
and Recreation Board (MPRB) is a stakeholder in
discussions to determine the future use of the
park. To date, three De LaSalle tennis courts at
southern edge, south-‐southeast of the hill, have
been discussed.

PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF THE
NEIGHBORHOOD

Analyses were conducted to identify and inventory
physical conditions in the neighborhood. This work
was conducted through field surveys and review of
planimetric mapping provided by the City of
Minneapolis. Focal points of this work were
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reviews of the neighborhood’s existing land use,
housing stock, transportation system, and
strengths and opportunities.

Existing Land Use:
As illustrated on the following page, the
neighborhood’s predominant land use is
residential. The housing stock is largely low
density, single family and duplex. Higher density,
multi-‐family housing is located along Broadway,
south of 3rd Avenue, and in scattered sites within
the interior of the neighborhood.

There is one large institutional use, the Webster
School at the intersection of 5th Street/ Spring
Street, and a small institutional use, a house of
worship at the intersection of Jefferson
Street/Broadway Street.

The neighborhood has only eight businesses.
These are located along Broadway Street, Central
Avenue, and at the core of the neighborhood
where Monroe Street and Spring Street intersect.
There are three parks in the neighborhood

Housing Stock:
As mentioned, the St. Anthony East neighborhood
is one of the oldest neighborhoods in the City of
Minneapolis. As an older neighborhood, St.
Anthony East’s housing stock was built over many
years; a few homes were built during the latter
years of the 19th Century. This contributes to the
eclectic mix of housing in the neighborhood.

As shown on the map on page 13, the majority of
the housing stock was built in the decade defined
as 1900 to 1929. Following this period’s activity
would be the housing constructed between 1960
and 2007. There was an obvious lapse in housing
construction during the Depression period.

Transportation System:
The street system serving the neighborhood
consists of two regional streets, East Broadway

Street and Central Avenue, and neighborhood (or
local streets). The neighborhood’s key local streets
that provide cross-‐neighborhood continuity are:

Washington Avenue and 5th Street
Monroe Street (a north/south transit
street)
Summer Street
Spring Street
Third Avenue

Review of the transportation mapping on page 14
shows that the daily traffic volumes are consistent
with the functions of these streets. The
configuration of the neighborhood streets, where
“T-‐intersections” are formed, prevent through
traffic and high use of local streets. These
configurations also help to control speed through
the neighborhood.

Strengths and Opportunities:
As illustrated on page 15, the neighborhood is a
‘bedroom’ neighborhood where community
members reside but do not work or shop. With
jobs and goods and services provided outside the
neighborhood, access to destinations outside the
neighborhood is a key strength. Easy access (by
car, transit, or on-‐foot) to outside destinations
allows residents to enjoy the benefits of urban
living without having to bear the burden of
associated impacts.

The neighborhood’s opportunities are actually the
challenges this plan is focused to address:

improve access by expanding transit and
bike facilities
develop more housing to meet the needs
of the market while maintaining some of
the low density, single family nature of eh
neighborhood
strengthen the commercial node at the
neighborhood’s core (intersection of
Monroe Street/Spring Street)
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PLANNING AND DESIGN DIRECTIONS

COMMUNITY MEETINGS

The community outreach program followed to
complete the master plan study included four
community meetings:

1. Community Meeting 1 – Where findings
from the background research were
presented, and residents and other
stakeholders had opportunities to discuss
the neighborhood’s assets, liabilities,
issues and concerns.

2. Community Workshop -‐-‐-‐ Where, based
on earlier-‐identified assets, liabilities,
issues, and concerns, three major
directions for the plan were developed.
Language supporting the major directions
laid the foundation for policies and goal
statements.

Stakeholders at the workshop developed
alternative conceptual framework plans,
which were refined by the consultant
team.

3. Community Meeting 2 -‐-‐-‐ Where
stakeholders reviewed the conceptual
framework plans that had been refined by
the consultant team. Stakeholders defined
a “consensus” framework plan that was to
be further refined by the consultant team
as the draft land use plan.

4. Community Meeting 3 -‐-‐-‐ Where the draft
master plan was presented to the
neighborhood for review and comment.

Major outcomes from each of the four meetings
are summarized below.

COMMUNITY MEETING 1 (Issues Identification)

Neighborhood Assets:
Central location
Accessibility
Good transit service
Quiet, walkable neighborhood
Friendly, small-‐town character
Parks and open space
Low rent/price point
Safety
Fun and artsy

Neighborhood Liabilities:
Absentee landlord/maintenance issues
No decision on Webster School
Poor housing value/choice
Poor public area lighting
Need better schools/children’s services
Crime prevention through design is needed
Too many bars/entertainment
Limited grocery options

Description of SAE Neighborhood in the Future:
Peaceful, quiet and safe
More ethnically diverse
More transit and bicycle friendly
Still affordable
Family-‐oriented, working class
Unique small-‐town vibe

Business in the Neighborhood:
Small, neighborhood scale facilities are
needed
Businesses that serve the neighborhood
and residents
More non-‐bar/entertainment
establishments (coffee shop, deli, etc.)
Maintain current bar/restaurant mix but
the mix should not expand
Businesses that do not negatively impact
residences
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Housing in the Neighborhood:
Current housing stock is believed to be in
“above average” condition
Maintenance standards should be
enforced to prevent deterioration
Current supply is eclectic with housing
being built in late 19th Century all the way
to the present. There is a mix of styles.
Not all the housing stock is marketable
and, if replacement is needed, there is a
question as to whether all should be re-‐
built.
As for replacement housing, some in the
neighborhood would like to see the
existing pattern of single family and duplex
housing continue. Others feel the market
would not support single family but would
support multi-‐family housing. Finally some
feel there is room for two approaches to
housing replacement: a) multi-‐family along
edges where major streets form
neighborhood borders and b) single family
and duplex in the interior of the
neighborhood.
Promote mixed-‐use development at
appropriate locations within the
neighborhood.

Guidance and Direction:
Embrace change
Offer a variety of housing stock
Consider higher density housing at
Webster School
Stress single family home character and
rehabilitation
Consider mixed-‐use and multi-‐family
residential along Broadway
Include a paving/repaving/street
environment policy for SAE
Consider rezoning housing to promote
greater owner-‐occupancy
Create a better park image for all green
space
Include plan policies for the rail corridor
Include plan policies for more property
owner maintenance responsibilities

Include time and phasing in all categories
of plan diagrams and plan language
Maintain the commercial core as it exists
today with polices that promote
neighborhood style commercial
establishment, in a mixed-‐use format, over
time as properties change hands or
requests for zoning or plan changes are
submitted
Promote the Webster School building and
site as a mixed-‐use education-‐arts-‐business
incubator
Include clear multi-‐modal layers of use
especially bike trials
Improve park play equipment and add
trails to St. Anthony Park
Clare Housing is a great neighbor –
promote similar developments
Include a tree replacement policy
statement in the plan
Add art installations

COMMUNNITY WORKSHOP (Identification of
Three Major Planning Directions and
Development of Alternative Conceptual
Framework Plans)

Three Major Planning Directions:
The community workshop resulted in the
identification of three major planning directions: 1)
movement and circulation, 2) circulation and
accessibility, and 3) land use and development.
These are explained below.

Movement through and Circulation within
the Neighborhood:
- Recognize Central Avenue as regional

transit corridor
- Recognize Monroe Street as a local

transit street
- Recognize Spring Street, Monroe

Street, and Washington Street/5th
Avenue as the neighborhood’s most
direct, internal through streets

- Accommodate all transportation
modes to ensure safe, efficient, and
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convenient movement through and
within the neighborhood for all users

Circulation and Accessibility:
-‐ Improve the safety, efficiency, and

convenience of pedestrian circulation
-‐ Improve pedestrian access to transit

facilities and services
-‐ Ensure safe, efficient, and convenient

access to/from land uses within the
neighborhood

Land Use and Development:
- Build-‐out the Spring/Monroe

commercial corner to better serve
neighborhood and sub-‐regional
markets

- Define uses for the Webster School
building and site that serve
neighborhood and community markets

- Support Transit Oriented Development
along regional transit corridors

- Ensure development of adequate
buffers to separate potentially
incompatible uses

- Where appropriate consolidate parcels
to facilitate economically efficient
development

Three conceptual framework plans were developed
by residents and other stakeholders at the
community workshop. The three concepts, shown
in the appendix, highlight community assets that
should be included in the master plan.

COMMUNITY MEETING 2

The consultant team refined the concepts
developed by stakeholders and produced four
alternatives that were presented at the second
community meeting. The alternatives are shown
on the following pages and represent four
directions for the neighborhoods future
development.

They are described below as:

Alternative 1 -‐-‐-‐ Status Quo
This is the “do nothing” approach where land use
and land use patterns within the neighborhood are
expected to remain unchanged over the next 20
years. This pattern includes single family and
duplexes throughout the neighborhood, especially
north of Spring Street and surrounding the
intersection of Spring Street/Monroe Street.

Alternative 2 -‐-‐-‐Perimeter Fence:
Focus single family and duplex redevelopment
along Broadway Street and a park along Central
Avenue. .

Alternative 3 -‐-‐-‐ Changes at the Edges:
Focus mixed use development along the edges of
the neighborhood; along Broadway Street and
Central Avenue.

Alternative 4 -‐-‐-‐ Core Focus
Strengthen single family and duplex development
north of Spring Street and multi-‐family
development south of Spring Street. Redevelop
the core of the neighborhood (intersection of
Monroe Street and Spring Street) and the east and
west ends of Spring Street with commercial uses.

After reviewing these alternatives at the second
community meeting, stakeholders developed the
“consensus alternative,” which is illustrated on
page 16. Key features of the consensus alternative
are:

Mixed use development along Broadway
Reinforced single family and duplex north
of Spring Street and surrounding the core
of the neighborhood
Multi-‐family residential south of 3rd
Avenue
High density residential just west of Central
Avenue and south of Spring Street
Mixed use development on all four
quadrants of the Monroe Street/Spring
Street intersection
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CONSENSUS ALTERNATIVE
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Transit-‐oriented commercial development
at the intersection of Central
Avenue/Spring Street where a “modern
streetcar,” transit stop is proposed by the
neighborhood and planners for the
Nicollet-‐Central Transit study
Institutional and park space at the Webster
School site
Park development in the southwest
quadrant of the Central Avenue/Broadway
Street intersection
Identification and design of Spring Street
and Monroe Street as prominent streets
within the neighborhood to accommodate
bikes
Identification and design of other streets
as landscaped “green streets.”

COMMUITY MEETING 3

To be completed following the third community
meeting to be held on August 13, 2013.
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FUTURE LAND USE AND DESIGN PLAN

FUTURE LAND USE

The future land use plan for the neighborhood is
presented on the following page. The land use
plan recognizes that change over the next 20 years
is inevitable and that there are forces outside the
neighborhood that have an impact on what occurs
within the neighborhood. One of these forces is
mixed use residential development that is already
underway in the Nicollet Island East Bank
neighborhood and is likely to occur in the Marcy
Holmes neighborhood, St. Anthony East’s
neighbors to the south. Other forces are:

The aging of the residents in the
neighborhood and the desire of older
residents to remain in the neighborhood
but not necessarily in single family homes.

The marketability of existing single family
homes in the neighborhood, where many
of the neighborhood’s oldest homes are in
a condition where major remodeling would
be needed to make them attractive to all
but a small segment of today’s market of
home buyers.

The trend in housing development away
from constructing single family homes in
areas of the city that are ripe for dense
development and intense urbanization.

With the St. Anthony East neighborhood’s location
(immediately south of East Broadway Street and
immediately west of Central Avenue, two streets
with regional travel significance; immediately
adjacent to Nicollet Island East Bank and Marcy
Holmes; and immediately adjacent to the Nicollet-‐
Central Transit corridor), it is unlikely that outside
forces will not affect the neighborhood.

The plan preserves and protects lower density,
single family and duplex residential and, at the
same time, identifies locations where
comparatively higher density residential
development can occur…. along Broadway Street
and Central Avenue…. the edges of the
neighborhood…..and south of 3rd Avenue.

Mixed use housing with commercial/retail space on the
ground floor and residential above. Recommended for
the Broadway Street corridor.

Example of a modern streetcar at a station in
Portland. One of the goals of the Nicollet-‐Central
Transit study is to encourage development to occur
at station locations. This goal affects land use in the
St. Anthony East neighborhood.
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With the neighborhood almost evenly divided
between those who favor strengthening St.
Anthony East as a low density, single family
neighborhood and those who favor higher density
and development of townhomes and multi-‐family
housing, the land use plan is a compromise
solution that was struck among neighbors.

URBAN DESIGN PLAN

As illustrated on the land use plan, several urban
design amenities have been proposed for
implementation to enhance livability in the
neighborhood. These include:

Public art installations at key, gateway
intersections where motorists, cyclists, and
pedestrians will enter the neighborhood
Green east/west and north/south streets
that are heavily planted with street trees
and shrubs
Bicycle paths along Monroe and spring
streets and 3rd Avenue.

Representative urban design recommendations are
shown on the following pages.

Attached, medium density row housing recommended
for the area south of 3rd Avenue.
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POLICY STATEMENTS AND IMPLEMENTATION
PLAN

POLICY STATEMENTS

IMPLEMENTATION AND PHASING
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APPENDICES

ST. ANTHONY EAST COMPARED TOMINNEAPOLIS AS A WHOLE .........................A-‐2

ST. ANTHONY EAST DEMOGRAPHIC OVERVIEW...................................................A-‐5
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Population Growth Trend:

1980 1990 2000
St. Anthony East 1,818 1,997 2,148

Decade-‐ to-‐
Decade Percent
Change

10% 8%

City 370,951 368,383 382,618

Decade-‐ to-‐
Decade Percent
Change

-‐.06% 4%

Population in 2010:
St. Anthony East: 2,355
Minneapolis: 382,578

Population density:
St. Anthony East: 9,731 people per square mile

Minneapolis: 6,948 people per square mile
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Median household income in 2010:
St. Anthony East: $41,611

Minneapolis: $46,232

Percentage of population below poverty level:

St. Anthony East: 19.1%

Minneapolis: 22.9%

Percentage of people 3 years and older in K-‐12
schools:
St. Anthony East: 19.5%

Minneapolis: 14.0%

Percentage of people 3 years and older in
undergraduate colleges:

St. Anthony East: 8.4%

Minneapolis: 10.3%

Percentage of people 3 years and older in grad. or
professional schools:

St. Anthony East: 5.2%

Minneapolis: 4.0%

Percentage of students K-‐12 enrolled in private
schools:

St. Anthony East: 32.1%

Minneapolis: 11.9%
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